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during normal free-flight. In other
words, if our forward moving car
were a convertible, and we took the
top down to let in a breeze, our fly
would turn to face forward.
Insect flight is a vision intensive
behavior — even animals that function
in extreme darkness rely on vision for
accurate flight [11]. But it is increasingly
clear that evolution has co-opted other
relevant senses to control flight under
conditions in which the visual system
is ineffective, such as during body
saccades [12–15]. Insects also use
vision to compensate the effects of
wind and avoid being blown off course
[16], but Budick et al. [8] turned the
problem around to address how they
use wind to compensate for visual
behaviors. A key element here is that
the wind speeds were no more than
1 meter per second, consistent with
self-induced airspeed that a fly
might normally generate [17].
Wind is the missing ingredient
in simulating flight for tethered
animals — because they do not
actually move, they induce no
headwind. In the absence of wind
cues and other sensory signals, the
powerful visual reflexes that keep
the animal flying straight and clear of
obstacles run at perverted extremes.
Such experiments are invaluable for
isolating the optomotor mechanisms
of flight control [18]. In doing so they
will sometimes generate apparently
paradoxical or counter-intuitive results
that highlight the influence of other
systems, the importance of which may
have otherwise gone unnoticed. In
this way we will gain an ever clearer
picture of not just complex behavior,
but also the circuits that control it
and the evolutionary forces that
produced it.
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Mad2 and p31comet are components of the spindle assembly checkpoint which
controls the fidelity of chromosome segregation. Two recent structural studies
reveal new insight into how these proteins achieve this difficult task.Jan-Michael Peters
When a eukaryotic cell divides it first
attaches all of its chromosomes to the
two poles of the mitotic spindle. Then,
and only then, each chromosome
is separated into its two sister
chromatids, which will be distributed
into the two newly forming daughter
cells. Any deviation from this plan could
lead to chromosome missegregation
with fatal consequences. A surveillance
mechanism, known as the spindle
assembly checkpoint, thereforeensures that the correct order of events
is strictly followed. A small protein,
called Mad2, functions at the heart of
this checkpoint and determines when
chromosome segregation is initiated.
Much attention in the cell-cycle field
has therefore focussed on
understanding Mad2. For several
years, two research groups, led by
Andrea Musacchio in Milan, Italy
and Hongtao Yu and Xuelian Luo in
Dallas, Texas, have used protein
crystallography, nuclear magnetic
resonance and biochemicaltechniques to study how Mad2 is
regulated. Rarely ever has structural
biology revealed as much about the
function of a cell-cycle protein as it
has for Mad2. Two exiting new
chapters from this story have now
been published in which the
Musacchio [1] and Yu/Luo [2] teams
describe the atomic structures of two
Mad2-containing protein complexes
and reveal important new insight
into the molecular mechanism of the
spindle assembly checkpoint.
This story begins in the 19th century
when Walther Fleming and other
early cell biologists observed that the
separation of chromosomes into
sister chromatids always occurs with
remarkable synchrony and never
before all the chromosomes have
been aligned on the metaphase plate.
About a century later, Conly Rieder
and colleagues [3] showed that this
Dispatch
R171phenomenon is caused by the ability
of unaligned chromosomes to inhibit
chromosome segregation. Their
experiments revealed that
chromosome segregation is delayed
by kinetochores — spindle attachment
structures on chromosomes — that are
not connected with the mitotic spindle.
This checkpoint mechanism is now
known to depend on a small number
of proteins, one of them Mad2 [4,5],
which accumulate specifically on
kinetochores that are not stably
connected with spindle microtubules
[6]. At these unattached kinetochores,
Mad2 must somehow be converted
into an active form which inhibits
chromosome segregation. It does so
by binding to Cdc20, an activator of
the anaphase promoting complex or
cyclosome (APC/C) [7,8]. APC/C is
a ubiquitin ligase which, once activated
by Cdc20, initiates a chain of events
that lead to the separation of sister
chromatids in anaphase and to exit
from mitosis [9]. Mad2 therefore
ensures that chromosome segregation
is only initiated once all chromosomes
have been attached to both poles
of the mitotic spindle.
If this model is correct, it will be
important to understand how Mad2 is
activated at unattached kinetochores.
A first hint as to how this may work came
from the surprising observation [10–13]
that Mad2 can exist in two distinct
conformations, called ‘closed Mad2’
(C-Mad2) and ‘open Mad2’ (O-Mad2).
Although identical in their amino-acid
sequence, C-Mad2 and O-Mad2 have
remarkably different properties. C-
Mad2 contains a ligand-binding site
that can be occupied either by Cdc20,
or by a protein called Mad1 which
recruits Mad2 to unattached
kinetochores. Although the sequences
of Cdc20 and Mad1 are otherwise
different, they share a conformationally
extended segment which fits into the
ligand-binding domain of C-Mad2 and
is locked there by a part of Mad2 that is
called the ‘safety belt’ loop. In contrast,
O-Mad2 is bound to neither Cdc20 nor
Mad1, and its safety belt is found in a
‘resting’ position far away from the
ligand-binding site. But O-Mad2 can
bind to C-Mad2 and thereby create
a C-Mad2–O-Mad2 conformational
heterodimer [14]. Based on these and
a number of other observations
(reviewed in [15,16]), Musacchio and
colleagues [14] proposed the ‘Mad2














Figure 1. The Mad2 template model.
(A) C-Mad2–Mad1 complexes are stably bound to unattached kinetochores where they con-
vert O-Mad2 and Cdc20 into C-Mad2–Cdc20 complexes via a hypothetical I-Mad2 intermedi-
ate. Once captured by O-Mad2, Cdc20 is no longer able to activate APC/C, and chromosome
segregation can thus not be initiated. Recent work from the Musacchio lab [1] has now further
supported this model by solving the structure of the C-Mad2–O-Mad2 heterodimer.
(B) p31comet is an inhibitor of the spindle assembly checkpoint that can compete with
O-Mad2 for binding to C-Mad2. Recent work from the Luo and Yu [2] laboratories has shown
that the structure of p31comet is similar to the structure of O-Mad2. p31comet thus inhibits the
spindle assembly checkpoint by molecular mimicry.According to this model, a complex
of C-Mad2 and Mad1 is recruited to
unattached kinetochores where its
C-Mad2 subunit functions as a
receptor for O-Mad2, which is present
in a diffusible form in the cytoplasm of
mitotic cells (Figure 1). The interaction
between C-Mad2 and O-Mad2 would
then convert O-Mad2 into a transient
intermediate form (I-Mad2) which
would be able to bind Cdc20. Following
the initial Cdc20 recruitment, I-Mad2
would be transformed into C-Mad2 and
would lock Cdc20 with the safety belt.
In other words, the Mad2 template
model proposes that C-Mad2–Mad1
complex functions on unattached
kinetochores as a catalyst of
C-Mad2–Cdc20 formation, thereby
inhibiting Cdc20. This model was
immediately remarkable for its ability to
explain numerous previously enigmatic
observations, but is the ‘Mad2
template’ model really true? We still do
not know the answer to this question,
but a number of key predictions of
this model have in the meantime
been tested and the results have
turned out to be consistent with the
model [14,16,17].
The latest addition to this impressive
series of experiments is the solution
of the crystal structure of the
C-Mad2–O-Mad2 conformationalheterodimer [1]. For the first time, this
structure shows what was previously
only inferred from biochemical
experiments, namely that a
conformational Mad2 heterodimer
can indeed be formed, and that Mad1
is also part of this complex (in the
crystallized protein represented by
a short peptide that mimicks the Mad2
binding region of Mad1). As might have
been predicted from the fact that the
structures of C-Mad2 and O-Mad2 are
very different, the interaction surface in
the Mad2 dimer is highly asymmetric.
As a result, certain residues are only
required for dimerization in one of
the two subunits, a finding that the
authors have elegantly confirmed by
mutational analyses and biochemical
experiments. These results are fully
consistent with the Mad2 template
model. In fact, they provide one of the
strongest arguments in its favor so far,
because, as Mapelli et al. [1] point out,
asymmetric protein dimers composed
of different confomers are so far
unprecedented in the protein world
and would thus not be expected
to be observed by chance.
The Mad2 dimer structure becomes
even more interesting in light of elegant
work from the laboratories of Luo and
Yu [2]. In addition to Cdc20 and Mad1,
Mad2 can also bind to a protein that
Huddling: Brown Fat, Genomic
Imprinting and the Warm Inner Glow
Heat generated by huddling animals is a public good with a private cost and
thus vulnerable to exploitation, as illustrated by recent work on rabbits and
penguins. Effects of imprinted genes on brown adipose tissue suggest that
non-shivering thermogenesis is an arena for intragenomic conflict.
David Haig
‘‘if two lie together, then they have
heat; but how can one be warm
alone?’’ (Ecclesiastes 4:11)
Huddling is a widespread
cooperative behavior of inactive
homeotherm animals. In cold
environments, huddling reduces
individual heat loss by minimizing
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assembly checkpoint, called p31comet
[18]. Interestingly, p31comet only binds
to C-Mad2 [19] and can compete with
O-Mad2 for binding to C-Mad2 [17],
indicating that it might inhibit the
spindle assembly checkpoint by
preventing formation of the Mad2
dimer. Yang et al. now described
the crystal structure of p31comet bound
to C-Mad2, the latter again in complex
with the Mad2 binding region of Mad1
[2]. These results are remarkable
for several reasons. The structure
of p31comet is strikingly similar to
the structure of O-Mad2, implying
that p31comet achieves inhibition of
the spindle assembly checkpoint
by molecular mimickry. p31comet may
occupy the O-Mad2 binding site on
the C-Mad2–Mad1 receptor and may
thereby prevent the formation of
C-Mad2–Cdc20 complexes. The
structure further shows that the
interaction between p31comet and Mad2
depends on residues that are only
present in a conformation suitable
for binding in C-Mad2, but not in
O-Mad2, explaining why p31comet can
bind to one and not the other confomer
of Mad2. Finally, Yang et al. [2] show
that p31comet mutants that are
defective in C-Mad2 binding are unable
to inactivate the spindle assembly
checkpoint when expressed in cultured
human cells, supporting the notion
that p31comet functions by associating
with C-Mad2.
These two studies [1,2] are
a landmark on our journey towards
understanding Mad2 function. In the
future, the path of Mad2 research is
likely to bifurcate. One direction will
have to go even deeper into the inner
workings of Mad2 and will need to
address how Cdc20 is actually
recruited to Mad2 and then locked
there inside the C-Mad2 confomer.
Does this process occur via formation
of the postulated I-Mad2 transition
state, and if so, what does this
confomer look like and how is its
formation catalyzed by the C-Mad2–
Mad1 receptor? Answering these
questions will not be an easy task, but
the impressive recent progress made
by the Musacchio and Yu/Luo
laboratories awakens the hope that
addressing these problems may
eventually be feasible. Another
research path will have to gravitate
away from Mad2, presently the holy
grail of the spindle assembly
checkpoint field, and explore the stepsthat follow the interaction of Mad2 with
Cdc20. What Mad2 actually does to
prevent Cdc20 from activating APC/C
is not very clear, nor is it clear how
Mad2 interacts with other checkpoint
proteins. In cell extracts, Mad2 is found
in association with at least two other
proteins, BubR1 and Bub3, which are
also needed for the function of the
spindle assembly checkpoint and
which, together with Mad2, assemble
into a mitotic checkpoint complex [20].
How Mad2 functions as part of this
complex is entirely unclear. Answering
these questions will be an exiting task
for the future.
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